I. Introduction
Have you ever imagined the vastness of the world of knowledge, you could easily be lost in between the vastness and depth of it. So easily and unmindfully that you would never be able to understand whether are you thinking or just wondering? Mathematics is just like that for me. I like this subject from every corner of my heart (and obviously, mind). And then I came to know its mysteries. So interesting and fascinating they seemed. Here is just a single one. More will be waiting latter. 
II. Proposed Diagram
From unity to infinity
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Algorithm 1: 1. we'll first convert any year into a 4 digit number, suppose -abcd 2. Next to this, the 4 digit number is divided into two sets of numbers -one with the left sided 2 digits and the other with the rest. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel methodology to extract the day, month, year from ZERO to INFINITE range of calendar with a few seconds. This methodology mainly depends on mid-point of the Operator. Anyone can easily calculate day, month, and year from ZERO to INFINITE range of calendar with respect to color detection. The result from the preliminary study indicated that the proposed strategy is effective to assess calendar problem in more precisely.
